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ABSTRACT
Replication can be used to increase the availability of a service by
creating many operational copies of its data called replicas. Active
replication is a form of replication that has strong consistency se-
mantics, easier to reason about and program. However, creating
replicated services using active replication still demands from the
programmer the knowledge of subtleties of the replication mech-
anism. In this paper we show how to use the metaprogramming
infrastructure of the Cyan language to shield the application pro-
grammer from these details, allowing easier creation of fault-toler-
ant replicated applications through simple annotations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed computing offers the promise of increased reliability
and performance compared to traditional, centralized computing.
In particular, greater reliability can be achieved by replicating a ser-
vice among many hosts to ensure availability of a service even in
the presence of faults. Each copy of the service is called a replica
and there are many strategies to create such replicated service
that usually offer a balance between consistency and scalability.
More scalable solutions tend to favor weak consistency guarantees,
which makes reasoning about the correctness and programming
such systems harder [20]. Solutions that favor consistency bear
more similarities to centralized systems and are easier to reason
about and program [16]. However, even in this case, the program-
ming of these applications still pose significant challenges [5].
Among the strong consistency techniques for replication, the
more used and straightforward is called active replication [16]. The
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basis of operation of this technique is to consider the system be-
ing replicated as a deterministic state machine, that has its state
changed only by well defined transitions. Put in a more object-
oriented way, the system is modeled by a set of objects that only
change state deterministically by calling a known set of methods.
To replicate the service, we have to identify each transition before
it happens, distribute the information about the occurrence of this
transition and its data to all replicas and execute the transition in
all of them. Based on our assumption that these transitions are de-
terministic, if we are able to distribute these transition among the
replicas in a strict order, the replicas will progress along the ex-
actly same states. These identical replicas will be able to provide
the required service in an indistinguishable way from each other.
To make the task of creating a replicated service easier, frame-
works such as Treplica [18, 19] and OpenReplica [2] were created.
These frameworks help create a replicated system by taking care
of the distribution, ordering and execution of the transitions se-
lected by the application programmer. The integration of the ap-
plication into these frameworks happens differently depending on
the programming language used. In procedural languages the inte-
gration happens by function calls to the framework and callbacks
from the framework placed by the programmer. In object-oriented
languages the integration happens by creating the classes of the
program by extending classes provided by the framework.
Current replication frameworks, however, only help with the
communication and ordering of transitions required by active repli-
cation. Other requirements of this replication technique, such as a
well defined set of mutator methods and the deterministic nature
of these methods, are non trivial and completely left to the applica-
tion programmer. This happens because the traditional procedural
and object-oriented languages in which these frameworks are built
are not suitable to enforce these non-functional requirements.
Traditional languages lack mechanisms to allow a program or
framework to validate its own code. Languages that support meta-
programming are one approach for validations [8], allowing pro-
grams to inspect and modify its own code. Metaprogramming has
been used to translate domain specific languages [15], implement
design patterns [4], perform source code validations at compile
time [6] and to detect defects in object-oriented programs [14].
In this paper we show how to use the metaprogramming infras-
tructure of the Cyan language [11] to transparently generate and
validate integration code that uses the Treplica replication frame-
work [18]. We were able to use metaobjects in a centralized object-
oriented program to isolate the set ofmutatormethods that change
the state of a set of objects, and to generate the appropriate ex-
tended classes to integrate with Treplica. The approach is similar
in essence to OpenMP [7], OpenACC [21] and other systems that
use compiler directives to guide the automatic generation of paral-
lel code. However, our approach is much more direct to program
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and it is the first time metaobjects are used to create distributed
code. Moreover, we were able to validate the generated code with
respect to the presence of non-determinism in transitions by flag-
ging mutator methods that would violate this requirement. For in-
stance, our proposal is able to alert the programmer if it finds a call
to a random number generator inside one of the mutator methods.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2 we describe the
Cyan language and give an introduction to its metaprogramming
features. Section3 describes the organization of the Treplica frame-
work. In Section 4 we describe how to use the proposed metaob-
jects to turn a centralized Cyan program into a replicated one. In
Section 5 we describe howCyanmetaobjects work. The paper ends
with a review of related work in Section 6 and some concluding re-
marks in Section 7.
2 THE CYAN LANGUAGE
The language used in this paper is Cyan [11], a statically-typed
prototype-based object-oriented language. Unlike most prototype-
based languages, Cyan is statically typed as Omega [3], the lan-
guage it was initially based on. That makes the design of Cyan
much closer to the design of class-based languages such as Java,
C++, or C♯ than to other prototype-based languages.
Cyan does not support classes asmost object-oriented languages.
Prototypes play a role similar to classes. Instead of using class
to declare a class, we use keyword object to declare a prototype,
such as Building shown in Figure 1. In this example, keyword var
is used to declare an instance variable (field) and func to declare a
method. In a field (instance variable) declaration, the type comes
before the field name (String before address in Line 18). self
refers to the object that received the message. The same as self in
Smalltalk or this in other languages.
Each prototype is in a file with its own name (and extension
.cyan). The package declaration should appear before the proto-
type (see Line 1). In this example, prototype Building is in pack-
age main. For lack of space we may showmore than one prototype
in the same figure and without the package declaration.
1 package main
2 object Building
3 func init: String name ,
4 String address {
5 self.name = name;
6 self.address = address
7 }
8 func name: String name
9 address: String address {
10 self.name = name;
11 self.address = address
12 }
13 func getName -> String { return name }
14 func getAddress -> String {
15 return address
16 }
17 var String name
18 var String address
19 end
Figure 1: A prototype in Cyan
Methods are called by sending messages to objects. When an
object receives a message, it decides which method to call. Thus,
what is named “method call” in some languages is named “message
sending” in Cyan (following Smalltalk [9]). There are three kinds
of messages in Cyan: unary messages, binary operator messages,
and keyword messages. Then, if b is a variable of type Building,
b getName
is the sending of unary message getName to object b.1 Messages
such as “-” in “-count” are also considered unary messages. In
this example, message “-” is being sent to object count.
A binary operator message uses operators such as + or * as the
message name. In 1 + 2, message +with parameter 2 is being sent
to 1. A keyword message is composed by one or more keywords,
each one followed by zero or more parameters. A keyword here is
an identifier ending with a colon. So a keyword message sending
may be
b name: "Dahlia" address: "21 Drive";
Consider b has type Building. If b refers to a Building object
at runtime, the method called would be that declared in Line 8 of
Figure 1.
Methodsinit and init: are constructors. They cannot be called
directly by sending a message to a variable or expression (as the
constructors of other object-oriented languages). To each init or
init: method the compiler creates a method new or new: in the
same prototype with the same parameters as the original method.
This method creates an object and sends to it the corresponding
init or init: message. Then the compiler adds a method new:
String name, String address to prototype Building of Fig-
ure 1 (it is added to the compiler internal representation, the orig-
inal source code is not changed). This method can only be called
by sending a message to the prototype itself:
Building new: "Dahlia", "21 Drive"
This new: method creates a new object of Building and calls the
init: method of Line 8. It is a compile-time error to send a mes-
sage new or new: to anything that is not a prototype.
Building is the name of the prototype declared in Figure 1 and
it is a reference to an object of this prototype when Building ap-
pears in an expression. That can be better understood by showing
how prototype Building is translated to Java.
The Cyan compiler produces Java code. The Cyan prototype
Building is translated to the Java class _Building. This class de-
clares a static public final field called prototype whose type is
_Building. This field is initialized with an object of _Building in
its declaration. Since the field is static, there is only one field for
all _Building objects. Since it is final, the prototype field refers
to the same object during all the program lifetime.
When Building is used in an expression such as in
Building getName
the compiler produces code that uses the field prototype:
_Building.prototype._getName() // in Java
A prototype name can also be used as the type of a parameter or
a variable as String in Lines 3 and 17 of Figure 1 or Building in
the example below.
var Building b;
1More specifically, it is the sending of message getName to the object referred to by b.
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When used as a type, the prototype is translated to the correspond-
ing Java class. Then the Java code for this example is
_Building _b;
let is used to declare a read-only variable to which must be as-
signed a value.
let b = Building new: "Dahlia", "21 Drive";
The variable name is b and its type, Building, is deduced from the
expression.
A piece of code that uses prototype Building follows. It should
be inside a method, which is not shown.
let Building b = Building new: "Dahlia", "21 Drive";
// print the name of the building
b getName println;
var String s;
// change the name and address
b name: "Gerbera" address: "260 Main Street";
s = b getName;
Variables that can change their values should be declared with
keyword “var” as s. Instance variables that are not preceded by
var or let are considered read-only (let) variables.
An anonymous function is a nameless function declared with
the syntax:
{ (: T1 p1, T2 p2, ..., Tn pn -> R :)
/* body */
}
Ti is the type of the parameter pi and R is the optional return type.
If omitted, it is deduced by the compiler (if possible). An anony-
mous function, called just “function”, is a literal object. From it
the compiler creates a prototype with an eval: method that has
the body of the function. This method has a parameter for each
function parameter. To each function a new prototype is created.
The prototype of the above function inherits from the instantiated
generic prototype
Function<T1, T2, ... Tn, R>
Function is a generic prototype with a variable number of param-
eters. The last one is the return type of the function.
The value returned by a function should follow the symbol “ˆ”.
let f = { (: Int a, Int b :)
^a*b
};
let result = f eval: 3, 4;
result println;
The declaration of f and the assignment of the function to it does
not execute any code. When f receives message eval: at runtime
the body of the function is executed returning 12. The type of f is
Function<Int, Int, Int>
Figure 2 shows an example of metaobjects in Cyan, a feature
that will be further explained in Section 5. In Person there is a
metaobject annotation @init(name, age). During the compila-
tion, the compiler will load a Java class that represents this metaob-
ject. This class is in package cyan.lang, a package automatically
imported by every Cyan source file. An object of this Java class
is created when the compiler scans prototype Person because of
the annotation @init(...). This object will be called “metaobject
init”. A Java class is used for a metaobject because the compiler
is made in Java.
1 object Person
2 @init (name , age)
3 func getName -> String { return name }
4 func getAge -> Int { return age }
5 String name
6 Int age
7 end
8
9 object Program
10 func run {
11 let Person meg =
12 Person new: "Meg", 2;
13 let Person doki =
14 Person new: "Doki ", 4;
15 meg getName println;
16 doki getAge println;
17 }
18
19 end
Figure 2: Metaobjects and anonymous functions in Cyan
The Cyan compiler has several phases. In one of them it dis-
covers the types of instance variables (fields) of all prototypes. Af-
ter this phase the compiler calls a specific method of all metaob-
jects used in the code. In particular, it calls a method of metaob-
ject init of the above source code. This method returns an ob-
ject with the text to replace the metaobject annotation — it is a
Java StringBuilder object.2 The text returned by the method of
metaobject init of this example is
func init: String name,
Int age {
self.name = name;
self.age = age;
}
This code replaces the annotation in an internal (to the compiler)
representation of the source code of Person (the original file with
prototype Person is not changed). See Figure 3 for the resulting
Person prototype. As a consequence, method run of Program can
create a object of Person using the constructor added to this pro-
totype.
Note that the Java class that represents the metaobject init
knows the types of instance variables name and age. These types
are necessary to generate the constructor. Metaobjects are some-
what related to annotations of Java [10] and other Java-based lan-
guages such as Groovy [1]. Unlike Java, metaobjects can change
the source code in which they are used.
2The text in fact does not replace the annotation. But let’s assume that for now.
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1 object Person
2 func init: String name ,
3 Int age {
4 self.name = name;
5 self.age = age;
6 }
7 func getName -> String { return name }
8 func getAge -> Int { return age }
9 String name
10 Int age
11 end
Figure 3: Person generated during compilation
3 TREPLICA
Treplica [18] is a framework written in Java that provides an active
replication structure for the development of replicated distributed
applications. The active replication in Treplica uses the Paxos [13]
algorithm to decide which transitions are applied to the replicas
and to ensure they are performed in an ordered way. Treplica pro-
vides an object-oriented interface to facilitate the construction of
applications that are as close as possible to conventional central-
ized applications [18], making the replicationmechanism transpar-
ent to the developers. However, the framework requires some adap-
tation and applications using Treplica must be written following
some steps. First, the prototype that contains the data to be repli-
cated is defined. This prototype is serializable, which allows the
data transmission between two distinct hosts. This feature allows
data to be transformed in text, be transmitted and be transformed
back in data that represent the same object.
Source code in Cyan is translated to source code in Java which is
compiled to bytecode using the Java compiler. It is possible, using
a metaobject, to insert Java code inside Cyan code. Figure 4 shows
the prototype Info, which contains two variables: an Int and a
String. These variables represent the state of this object, modified
by the actions (transitions) which will be described later. The pro-
totype Info also has two set methods used by actions to assign
values to the private variables of Info.
1 object Info extends Context {
2 var String text
3 var Int number
4
5 func setNumber : Int number {
6 self.number = number ;
7 }
8
9 func setText: String text {
10 self.text = text;
11 }
12
13 func getText -> String {
14 return self.text;
15 }
16 }
Figure 4: Prototype to be replicated
The prototypes of typeAction represent the actions (transitions)
responsible for deterministically changing replicated values of pro-
totype Info. They are serializable and have themethod executeOn
that defines the methods to be called to effectively perform the
transition and change the state of the replicated objects. Figure 5
shows the prototype UpdateAction, which implements a transi-
tion that performs calls to the methods setNumber and setText.
When an object of prototype UpdateAction is passed to Treplica,
it sends a copy of this object to the other replicas, properly ordered,
and all of them call the method executeOn, passing a local copy of
the object Info as a parameter. Therefore, all the copies will end
up with objects Info with the same values.
1 object UpdateAction extends Action {
2 var String updateText
3
4 func init: String text {
5 self.updateText = text;
6 }
7
8 func executeOn: Context context {
9 var info = Info cast: context;
10 info setText: self.updateText ;
11 }
12 }
Figure 5: Prototype that implements a transition
After the actions are created Treplica must be initialized, that
is usually done in a method called run in a prototype Program. To
perform a replicated operation the method execute of prototype
Treplica must be called, which receives an UpdateAction object
of Figure 5 and calls its executeOn method. Method execute ap-
plies the changes to the local application instance and forwards
the action to the others replicas to be updated. Figure 6 shows
how a Treplica state machine is declared and initialized in each
replica. This is also an example of how an object of the prototype
UpdateAction is passed as an argument to the method execute of
the Treplica state machine.
1 object Program {
2 func run: Array <String > args {
3 let info = Info new;
4 let treplica = Treplica new;
5 treplica runMachine : info
6 numberProcess : 3
7 rtt: 200
8 path: "/var/tmp/magic " ++
args [1];
9
10 let action =
11 UpdateAction new: "text";
12 treplica execute: action ;
13 }
14 }
Figure 6: Treplica configuration and execution
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4 METAOBJECTS FOR REPLICATION
Applications using Treplica must be designed around its actions.
They are the key component behind the active replication imple-
mented by Treplica. In Cyan, Treplica actions implementation is
made through a prototype that extends the prototype Action. Fig-
ure 5 shows the action UpdateAction that represents the method
setText in the form of a prototype. An object of UpdateAction is
a representation of a call to setText. This object is copied by other
replicas, allowing them to call the same method with the same pa-
rameter. The prototype creation process that extends Action be-
comes costly and failure prone if many methods represent Treplica
actions.
The prototype UpdateAction and the other prototypes that ex-
tend Action should not have application functional behavior and
are developed in a standardizedway. Their only purpose is tomodel
in the form of prototypes methods that can be replicated. Since the
creation of these prototypes and Treplica configuration can be stan-
dardized, themetaobjects treplicaInit and treplicaAction are
designed to activate metaobjects that perform these activities dur-
ing the compilation of the application.
The treplicaInit metaobject should be attached to declara-
tions of variables whose type is a sub-prototype of Context.3 In
Figure 7, this metaobject is attached to variable info, with the pa-
rameters of the desired Treplica instance. This metaobject changes
the method run during compilation to create a new instance of
Treplica and assign to it the object info, similar to the method
run in Figure 6.
1 object Program {
2 func run: Array <String > args {
3 var local = "/var/tmp/magic " ++
args [1];
4 @treplicaInit ( 3, 200, local )
5 var info = Info new;
6 info setText: "text ";
7 }
8 }
Figure 7: Treplica configuration using metaobjects
The Info prototype in Figure 8 is similar to the one depicted in
Figure 4, except that the treplicaAction metaobject is attached
to the method setText. The metaobject associated with this anno-
tation modifies the prototype Info, adding a new method to it and
creating a new prototype that represents the method setText as
a Treplica action. Prototype UpdateAction of Figure 5 is not nec-
essary any more, since the metaobject treplicaAction adds an
equivalent prototype to the program during compilation.
3The concept of a “sub-prototype” in Cyan is almost equal to that of “subclass” in
class-based languages like Java and C++.
1 package main
2 import treplica
3 object Info extends Context {
4 var String text
5 ...
6 @treplicaAction
7 func setText: String text {
8 self.text = text;
9 }
10 ...
11 }
Figure 8: Replicated prototype using metaobjects
5 IMPLEMENTING METAOBJECTS
Metaprogramming is a paradigm that allows programs to manip-
ulate other programs and change themselves in compilation or in
execution time [8].Metaprogramming has a broadmeaning. In this
paper we will consider it is the transformations and checks made
at compile time by a meta level on a base program. The program
that is changed or checked is called the base program. The code
that does the changes or checks is called the meta level. The meta
level may be just a set of classes or functions. The meta level acts
as a plugin to the compiler. It may change how it parses, does type
checking, generate code, and so on. Since we will restrict ourselves
to compile time, runtime metaprogramming is not discussed. So
we do not need to discover the methods of an object or replace a
method for another at runtime.
Xtend [15], Groovy [1], Nemerle [17] and Cyan [11] are exam-
ples of languages with compile-time metaprogramming features.
These languages allow walk in the abstract syntax tree (AST) to
gather information at compile-time. All of them but Cyan allow
the meta level to change the AST. In Cyan, changes are introduced
by supplying source code in text form to the compiler. This is im-
mensely easier than to supply an object of the AST that corre-
sponds to a piece of source code. Since Cyan is used in this paper,
we will describe metaprogramming in this language.
AspectJ [12] is a Java extension that supports aspects, which are
composed by advices, ordinary Java code, and pointcuts. Advices
can change the behavior of points of the user source code speci-
fied by pointcuts. For example, it can change instance variable ac-
cess and method calls. Aspects are a kind of metaprogramming
that is less general than that of Cyan. In this language code can
be inserted in several compiler phases and in many places that are
out of reach of aspects. Besides that, Cyan metaobjects have access
to most of the information the compiler has at a specific point of
the compilation, which aspects do not. Probably aspects can be im-
plemented in Cyan just by creating new metaobjects, without any
language modifications.
A metaobject protocol (MOP) is the interface between the meta
level and the compiler in languages that support metaprogram-
ming. In Cyan, the meta level consists of Java classes that declare
methods that are called by the compiler in specific points of the
compilation of the base program. Java classes are used because the
Cyan compiler is made in Java. The compiler first calls methods
of objects of classes of the meta level, then these methods can call
some particular methods of the compiler. Which methods of the
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meta level are called and when is defined by the metaobject proto-
col.
We will give a simplified view of the MOP of the language be-
cause of lack of space. In Cyan, a Java class has to obey some
prerequisites to be in the meta level. It has to be compiled with
the Java compiler, be in a package called meta, and inherit from
a class called CyanMetaobjectWithAt.4 Each such class is called
a “metaobject class” and it has to override some methods inher-
ited from CyanMetaobjectWithAt and implement some interfaces
defined by the MOP. Both the class CyanMetaobjectWithAt and
these interfaces belong to the package meta of the compiler.
It is important to note that the metaobject class has to be com-
piled with the Java compiler, but after that can be used with a regu-
lar Cyan compiler, one that does not known about this metaobject
class. For example, the class CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction is
the metaobject class of treplicaAction. This class inherits from
CyanMetaobjectWithAt and redefines itsmethod getName() to re-
turn the string “treplicaAction”. After compilation, the “.class”
file5 of CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction should be put in a direc-
tory “meta--” of a package treplica, which is in a directory also
called treplica, the same name as the package. When a source
code imports package treplica, it also imports the metaobject
treplicaAction and it is legal to use “@treplicaAction”. See
Figure 8 for an example. Without the “import treplica” there
would be a compilation error in “@treplicaAction” because the
compiler would not be able to find the metaobject.
During parsing of the code in Figure 8, the compiler will cre-
ate an object of CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction when it finds
“@treplicaAction”. This object is the real metaobject, the one
whosemethodswill be called by the compiler. These calls are made
in different points of the compilation. They depend on the inter-
faces that the metaobject class implement.
Class CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction implements interface
IActionProgramUnit_ati which allows the metaobject to create
a new method (setText in Figure 9), rename a method (the origi-
nal setText is renamed to setTextTreplicaAction), and create
a new prototype (InfosetText of Figure 10). The compiler knows
treplicaAction can be attached to a method because method
mayBeAttachedList of base class CyanMetaobjectWithAt is rede-
fined in CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction to return a list of decla-
rations to which the metaobject can be attached. This list has only
one element, an enumerated value called METHOD_DEC. As shown
in Figure 8, treplicaAction is attached to a method. Any attempt
to attach it to a prototype or to any other declaration results in a
compilation error.
4Other kinds of metaobjects, not presented in this paper, should inherit from other
classes.
5The bytecode of the Java source file after compilation.
1 object Info extends Context {
2 ...
3 func setText: String text {
4 var action = InfosetText new: text;
5 self getTreplica execute: action ;
6 }
7
8 func setTextTreplicaAction :
9 String text {
10 self.text = text;
11 }
12 ...
13 }
Figure 9: Prototype Infomodified
1 object InfosetText extends Action {
2 var String textVar
3 func init: String text {
4 textVar = text;
5 }
6
7 override
8 func executeOn: Context context {
9 var obj = Info cast: context;
10 obj setTextTreplicaAction :
textVar;
11 }
12 }
Figure 10: Prototype created by @treplicaAction
Interface IActionProgramUnit_ati declares methods
ati_CodeToAdd(ICompiler_ati compiler)
ati_renameMethod(ICompiler_ati compiler)
ati_NewPrototypeList(ICompiler_ati compiler)
The return value type is omitted and in each case consists of a
list of changes demanded by the method. All of these methods are
implemented in class CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction which is
declared to implement interface IActionProgramUnit_ati.
Method ati_CodeToAdd of CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction
creates the new method setText shown in Figure 9. Remember
that we are using the example of Figure 8 which produces the
code of Figure 9. Method ati_CodeToAdd does not use the AST of
the current prototype. It produces a string with the source code
of the new method setText. This is much easier to implement
than to produce an AST object. This same observation is valid
for any other method that changes the source code. The method
ati_renameMethod of CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction renames
the old method setText to setTextTreplicaAction, while the
method ati_NewPrototypeList creates prototype InfosetText
of Figure 10.
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1 object Program {
2 func run: Array <String > args {
3 var local = "/var/tmp/magic " ++
args [1];
4 var info = Info new;
5 var treplicainfo = Treplica new;
6 treplicainfo runMachine : info
7 numberProcess : 3
8 rtt: 200
9 path: local ;
10 info setTreplica : treplicainfo ;
11 info setText: "text ";
12 }
13 }
Figure 11: Prototype Program modified
Both the interface IActionProgramUnit_ati and the base class
CyanMetaobjectWithAt belong to the MOP of Cyan. There are
many other classes and interfaces in the MOP, which is the way
the Cyan compiler and a metaobject class communicate with each
other. For example, interface IActionVariableDeclaration_dsa
should be implemented by a metaobject class whose metaobjects
should be attached to variable declarations. This is the case ofmeta-
object treplicaInit, shown in Figure 7. This metaobject changes
the declaration producing the code shown in Figure 11.
Parameter compiler of each of the IActionProgramUnit_ati
methods provides a restricted view of the Cyan compiler. It sup-
portsmethods that search for an instance variable, issue a compiler
error, etc. Class CyanMetaobjectWithAt, inherited by all metaob-
jects of this paper, also provide some important methods. One of
them, getDeclaration() supply themethod towhich themetaob-
ject treplicaAction is attached — it is necessary to do a cast
to the correct class of the Cyan AST, which is MethodDec. Then
method ati_renameMethod can rename exactly that method. And
method ati_CodeToAdd knows the method name it should create:
it should be equal to the name of the method the metaobject is at-
tached to. Metaobject treplicaInit is attached to a variable dec-
laration. Throught getDeclaration(), it can get the AST object
of the Cyan compiler that represents a variable declaration (after
a cast of the returned value).
Class CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction also implements the in-
terface ICheckProgramUnit_dsa2 and defines its methods, specif-
ically method dsa2_checkProgramUnit. This method is called af-
ter the base program has been changed by all metaobjects and no
further change is allowed. Thismethod looks for non-deterministic
method calls in a depth-first search starting in themethod towhich
it is attached. That is, in the AST object of class MethodDec re-
turned by method getDeclaration().
1 object Info extends Context {
2 var String text
3 func ageInSeconds -> Long {
4 ...
5 // non -deterministic behavior;
6 }
7
8 @treplicaAction
9 func set: String text {
10 self.text = text ++ " age: "
11 ++ ageInSeconds ;
12 }
13 ...
14 }
Figure 12: Example of validation
In the example of Figure 12, treplicaAction looks for non-
deterministic method calls in set: and in any other method set:
may call. In this case, ageInSeconds and in any othermethods that
ageInSeconds may call. The method dsa2_checkProgramUnit of
class CyanMetaobjectTreplicaAction checkswhich calls are con-
sidered as non-deterministic by querying a list of pairs of proto-
types and methods. This list must be made by the programmer. If
there is any possibility, even through polymorphism, that method
ageInSeconds calls a non-deterministic method, the metaobject
will ask the compiler to issue a compiler error. In this example,
this is expected since ageInSeconds should get the current system
time.
6 RELATED WORK
OpenReplica [2] is a framework to implement replicated services
similar to Treplica [18]. Along with Treplica, OpenReplica repre-
sents the state of the art for easily creating replicated applications
and both use a similar object-oriented approach that suffers from
the same transparency and code verification problems. Both frame-
works require an interface layer to encapsulate the methods imple-
menting changes to the replicated state and neither allows code
inspections that search for inconsistencies in the implementation
of the interface. In this paper we use metaprogramming to tackle
these challenges, similarly to the way metaprogramming has been
used to attack similar problems.
Rentschler et al. [15] argues the use of domain specific languages
(DSLs) to increase programmer productivity and quality and pro-
poses the use of metaprogramming to translate these DSLs in other
languages. They use the Xtend language [15] to transform a DSL
using active annotations. We use a similar approach of automatic
code transformation. But starting from centralized code written in
a general purpose language, we arrive in distributed code written
in the same language. Moreover, the metaprogramming infrastruc-
ture provided by Cyan allows for a more elegant implementation
than the one obtained by using Xtend. Another similar work is
the one by Blewitt et al. [4] that proposes the use of metaprogram-
ming to automatically create components that implement design
patterns.
Chlipala [6] shows a proposal for using metaprogramming to
perform source code validations at compile time using macros. In-
specting the source code for problems during compilation increases
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the application performance, because it is unhindered by run-time
validations. Mekruksavanich [14] proposes a similar inwhichmeta-
programming is used to detect defects in object-oriented programs,
by the use of software components capable of describe and iden-
tify such defects. Both these works tackle different problems from
the ones described in this paper, but both show the benefits of the
use of metaprogramming as an aid in the development of correct
programs.
Compiler directives, have been successfully used to accelerate
the creation of parallel programs. OpenMP [7] aims to ease the con-
version of legacy centralized C++ and Fortran code into portable
shared-memory parallel code. OpenACC [21] uses the same ap-
proach of compiler directive annotated code to offload some com-
pute intensive tasks to accelerator devices such as general-purpose
graphic processing units (GPGPUs). Both approaches simplify the
task of producing parallel code, but still require a considerable
knowledge of the programmer about how parallel programs work.
We use metaobjects in a more simple way and aim to completely
shield the programmer from details about the distributed program-
ming model that is used. Currently we block the occurrence of in-
valid non-deterministic method calls and intend in the future to
transparently replace this calls with deterministic counterparts.
7 CONCLUSION
Wehave shownhow to use themetaprogramming infrastructure of
the Cyan language to transparently generate and validate integra-
tion code that uses the Treplica replication framework. This way,
programs written in Cyan can easily be converted from a central-
ized architecture to a replicated one by attaching metaobjects to
mutator methods. Moreover, we demonstrated how to validate the
generated code with respect to the presence of non-determinism,
by alerting the programmer if unsafe operations are found in one
of the mutator methods. We intent to expand this technique be-
yond simply flagging operations that violate the assumptions of
active replication by replacing the non-deterministic operations
with equivalent deterministic operations.
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